Run Number 88 14th February 2008
The Lion Pub, Moorfields, Liverpool
The Pack: Carthief , Compo, Snoozanne (Co-hare), Mad Hatter (Co-Hare), OTT, Carless Whisper,
FCUK, Rev Leroy, Mrs Leroy, Austin Powers.
The early arrivals met up inside the pub and then braved the cold to find that some of the Pack had
made an effort to dress for the occasion.

Rev Leroy handed out various additional items
including a birthday hat for Austin Powers
and a bag for FCUK

The Hare had a broken heart on her
chest (something to do with her imminent departure?)
and

had certainly made an effort by starting the run outside the Adults Only shop. Snoozanne
announced that it was to be a live run with pub stops. Pleading for 15 minutes start, the Hares
dashed off, and Lilo Lil suggested that we investigate the Adult Only store. The dissenting taste
buds of Compo wanted another beer but was overruled.
Once inside Lilo Lil and OTT found the largest accoutrement (my spell checker does not “do
accents” in case there should be one FCUK).
Lilo Lil was then seen to have watering
eyes but the resulting photo seems to
indicate that she had tried to use
the thing.

After about ten minutes the Pack left the shop but not before Carthief and Austin Powers had
described the Hash to the man in the shop. He seemed quite keen so we will have to wait to see if
the salesmanship was successful.
Off went the pack down Tithebarn Street, turning into Silkhouse Lane and into Old Hall Street
where we found a special monument to Snoozanne’s birthday .

plus a bit

On through the

and down to the waterfront along
apostrophe in the right place.

. It is nice to see the

past the old lightship and into The Albert Dock and a Check. On we went past a series of double
entendre club names that fitted in nicely with the Adult store theme.

Out of the Dock and into

where we warmed up and lubricated ourselves, before the Hares disappeared with a 10 minute
start.
Hash Flash almost completely failed to record the event and only managed to snap OTT and
FCUK, whilst everyone else was already on trail.

into Cleveland Square and Argyle Street, a curious triple Check,
and BBC Radio Merseysi

Some side street and dodgy corrugated iron alleyways
followed

It really is amazing how everyone breaks into a run
when the camera is pointed at them.

and so into the

where further lubrication was found to be necessary

Leaving the Hares about 10 minutes leeway, we followed the trail along Roscoe Street, Mount
Pleasant, and Clarence St. until the
smell of beer from

got the better of us and we

found the Hares again.
Carless Whisper seemed to have
succumbed somewhat.

The Hares volunteered that 5 minutes would be enough for them and we duly followed through
Hatton Gardens and back to the Lion.
Being cold and with food promised we quickly retired to the warmth, where potted shrimps and
several continuations of the Valentine and Adult themes were recorded.

The fuel intake period being over, Carless Whisper showed off her engagement ring
and received a Down Down.

Austin Powers was presented with a birthday cake
and a Down Down

FCUK was not able to sidestep quickly enough and was unanimously voted as Grand Master and
a Down Down followed.

All this excitement was
too much for Snoozanne
who succumbed to her Hash
name.

